Abstract: Blue phase liquid crystals (BPLCs) are promising candidates for next generation display thanks to their fast response and quasi-isotropic optical properties. By taking these advantages, we propose to introduce the material into fiber-optic applications. As an example, a BPLC based variable optical attenuator (VOA) is demonstrated with a polarization independent design. The device shows normally-off feature when no field is applied. Response time down to submillisecond scale is achieved in switching between two arbitrary attenuation states. The attenuation range is also measured from 1480 to 1550 nm, which cover the whole telecomm Sband and part of the C-band. The overall performances reach the requirements for practical use; while still have room for further improvement. Through this example, the applicability of BPLC in fiberoptic devices is presented, which may impel the development of many other photonic applications from infrared to even microwave regions. 
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the tremendous development of blue phase liquid crystals (BPLCs), a kind of special double-twisted chiral nematic LCs. The unique molecular structure endows BPLC with characteristics of quasi-optical isotropy, fast response and so on. Thanks to these properties, BPLCs are considered as promising candidates for next generation display and much effort has been devoted to optimize their performances [1] [2] [3] .
The applications of BPLC are definitely not limited in display field. Conventional nematic LCs have already been widely used in photonic applications [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] for their advantages of low power consumption, compact size, simple fabrication, no moving parts and reliable performance. However, a major drawback is their relatively slow response. The employment of BPLC would be a great approach to overcome this problem. Moreover, other advantages such as good dark state and no need for phase compensation could also be expected. Most recently, several BPLC-based non-display applications have been demonstrated [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . For instance, Lin et al. presented BPLC lens in 2010 [10] and tunable gratings based on BPLC were first proposed by Yan et al. [16] . Among all the photonic applications, Lin et al. demonstrated a BPLC FP filter which was first applicable in infrared range [15] .
However, BPLC has not been employed in fiber-optic devices, which play an important role in the areas of telecommunication, sensing, integrated optics, etc. By taking the above advantages of BPLC, it is significant to introduce the material into fiber-optic applications. To present the applicability, herein we propose as an example a reflective type BPLC-based variable optical attenuator (VOA), one kind of useful device which has already been demonstrated through other LC modes, such as sheared polymer network LC [19] , polymerstabilized nematic [20] and cholesteric LC [21] . The BPLC VOA demonstrated here possesses the characteristics of fast response, no residual phase, high dynamic range and wide band application. Figure 1 depicts the schematic setup of our BPLC-based VOA. Light beam from a tunable laser (λ = 1480-1550 nm) illuminates into a fiber-optical circulator then through a collimator, followed by a polarization beam displacer (PBD) and our BPLC cell. The system is a reflective type and the output light is collected by an optical power meter. Our design could be viewed as a folded version of typical LC VOAs [22, 23] , making the device more compact with only half of the required phase retardation range. The cell operates at IPS mode with electrodes of 10 μm width separated by 10-μm gaps on one side. No alignment layers are settled and the cell gap is 9.5 μm. The cell is infiltrated with a mixture of 99.5 wt.% BPLC precursor (HCM-057, HCCH) and 0.5 wt.% photoinitiator (IRG-184). Then the precursor is UV-cured at an intensity of 5 mW/cm 2 for 6 minutes at 68 °C. After polymer stabilization, the BP range reaches over 70 degrees in the cooling (from 73.1 °C to below 0 °C). The cell was driven by 1 kHz square waves.
Principles and experiments
The principle of BPLC-based VOA is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Being different from a sheet polarizer, the PBD just splits light into o-beam and e-beam rather than absorbs or drops any portion of the light. We set the direction of electrode stripes to be 45° to the polarizations of either o-rays or e-rays. Thus the BPLC cell acts as a tunable waveplate with its fast axis kept 45° to both o-beam and e-beam. At voltage-off state, BPLC shows quasi optical isotropy. Therefore no phase retardation occurs and the incident polarization direction would not be changed. As a result, the reflected light beam could not be coupled into the collimator, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . This is the dark state of the VOA. When voltage is applied onto the cell, o-rays and e-rays face the same phase retardation within the cell after a roundtrip and position swap. Both beams experience the same attenuation rate depending on the phase retardation in BPLC. Thus the final light intensity collected back into the fiber is only controlled by the incident intensity and the applied voltage, while independent of the intensities of o-ray and eray respectively. As a result, our device shows polarization independency although a polarization selective beam splitter is used. When the cell is applied with a suitable voltage, the BPLC cell plays as a quarter-wave plate (δ = π/2) to both o-rays and e-rays. Upon reflection from the retro-reflector, the total phase difference of the outgoing beams passing through the cell twice is π, therefore the polarization direction of the light beam rotated by 90°. Two retro-beams will go back to the collimator, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . This is the bright state of the VOA. Between the bright and dark states, the output intensity could be continuously attenuated by applying different voltages. Figure 3 presents the voltage dependent attenuation recorded at λ = 1550 nm. The attenuation reduces as the voltage increases, resulting from the phase retardation caused by field-induced Kerr effect of BPLC. All the voltages given in this work are root-mean-square values. The attenuation changes continuously with applied voltages due to no threshold voltage existing in BPLC devices. We measured both rise and decay curves which match well with each other. The low hysteresis is mainly attributed to the weak field intensity applied [24] . The result suggests the component could be applied in traversable processes. At V = 37.5 V, the measured intensity reaches a maximum, which we set as 0 dB. From the above results, the Kerr constant of our BPLC is 1.87 nm/V 2 at 1550 nm and the attenuation range of the VOA is −29.2 dB. The quasi optical isotropy of BPLC results in no residual phase, permitting a good dark state and a wide attenuation range. However, the improvement on attenuation range is not satisfying compared with that of VOAs employing common nematic materials [8] . The limited improvement may be attributed to three aspects. First, the whole setup contains many interfaces with no coating, causing certain reflection; second, scattering of BPLC still exists, though less severe than that in visible range; third, dead zones induced by the IPS mode decrease the optical efficiency. To address the above issues, several approaches are applicable, including antireflection treatment on interfaces, well-packaging, material optimization and employing uniform applied field [25] . We measured the response (both rise and decay) time at different applied voltages at λ = 1550 nm. The results are given in Table 1 . T rise and T decay are defined as 10% to 90% of optical intensity and the reverse. All data are in the unit of submillisecond. The rise time decreases as the voltage increase due to the larger force generated under stronger electric field. However, the decay time almost has no changes, for it is only determined by the intrinsic properties of material [26, 27] . Through further optimization of BPLC materials, response time down to 10 μs is achievable [28] . The fast response permits the proposed component being widely applied in telecommunication. For fiber-optic applications, it is highly desirable if the VOA has a broad bandwidth over the whole spectral range. To study the wavelength-dependent attenuation performance of our VOA, we chose 5 specific attenuation values: −5 dB, −10 dB, −15 dB, −20 dB and −25 dB and figured out the corresponding voltages to these values at 1550 nm. Then we set the voltages unchanged and measured the attenuation variation at the wavelengths from 1480 nm to 1550 nm. Figure 4 shows the wavelength-dependent attenuation of the proposed VOA. The attenuation flatness is 0.11 dB, 0.17 dB, 0.26 dB, 0.32 dB and 0.38 dB, respectively. We attribute the reason for a little discrepancy of each curve to two aspects: one is output voltage fluctuation especially at low voltages and the other is noise, such as background light and the circulator's crosstalk between the input and returning output port. All above issues could be properly addressed in industrial fabrication processes, which are much more accurate than laboratory techniques. By taking the proposed VOA as an example, the applicability of BPLC based fiber-optic devices is presented. The introduction of BPLC may impel the development of many photonic applications, from telecommunication to sensing, covering infrared to THz and even microwave regions.
Results and discussions

Conclusion
In summary, we introduced BPLC into fiber-optics and a fast response VOA is demonstrated as an example. A large dynamic range over −29 dB is achieved at a comparatively low operation voltage of 37.5 V rms . All data of rise and decay time at different attenuation values are in submilisecond range. The proposed VOA has a broad bandwidth over 1480 to 1550 nm with attenuation flatness less than 0.4 dB. This may open the door to wide applications in fiber-optics with fast response.
